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 Can be be used to change the ready status of 
fields. 
 
 

 



 The Field Service Dashboard can be loaded in 
2 spots.   Note- there was a second icon 
created that will load just the dashboard  
(this is great for viewing from a tablet/phone) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 The Field Service Dashboard icon could be 
used from a tablet or smartphone to easily 
move fields from “Not Ready” to “Ready”  
 

 
 

 

 

 

*Used with filtering you can 
have setup to only see your 
fields every load time 



 Load Field Service Dashboard (next to settings in SOILMAP or use app icon) 

 By default the “All” View will load 

 To view “Not Ready” signups switch the quick 
view to “Not Ready”  

 



 You can now select a field or multiple fields 

 

Select to move to “Ready” status 



 You can remove field columns and filter to customize the view. 

 Perhaps you only want to see fields you are the salesman assigned as. 

 Use the “Save Layout” button when you have your view setup. This will be 
remembered each time upon load.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Contact SOILMAP support for questions on this 

 

 



 0-3 days since ready = Green 

 4 days since ready = yellow 

 5 days or more since ready = Red 



 With additional 
permissions a sampler can 
be assigned.   

 

 Also the files needed for 
sampler (boundary, 
previous points, signup 
can be auto assigned to a 
drop box folder from the 
dashboard)  



 Company Soil Sample Dashboard report 
◦ This report could be used to export to excel the signup 

acres by a particular salesman. Another example would be 
to export all fields marked as not ready for a salesman. 
This report can be used a variety of different ways 

 Company Soil Sample Dashboard history report 
◦ This report could be used to see dashboard history. You 

could see that on October 9th 2015 a salesman marked a 
field as ready or changed the status to cancelled. This 
report can be used a variety of different ways. 


